the word pharmakeia means

1. the use or the administering of drugs
2. poisoning
3. sorcery, magical arts, often found in connection with idolatry and fostered by it
4. metaph. the deceptions and seductions of idolatry

https://www.biblestudytools.com/lexicons/greek/nas/pharmakeia.html

the word pharmakon means

from pharmakon (a drug)

**Definition**

a poisoner, sorcerer, magician

**NASB Translation**

https://biblehub.com/greek/5333.htm

pharmakeia was originally in the bible but it was translated to sorcery in later versions

in the bible

jesus said in the end time pharmakeia deceived all nations not sorcery

Parallel Verses
And the light of a candle shall shine no more at all in thee; and the voice of the bridegroom and of the bride shall be heard no more at all in thee: for thy merchants were the great men of the earth; for by thy sorceries were all nations deceived.

https://biblehub.com/kjv/revelation/18-23.htm

https://www.stillsmallvoicetriage.org/healing/is-taking-prescription-medicines-the-same-as-witchcraft-pharmakeia/
http://www.deliveranceministriesgroup.com/pharmakeia/

most if not all prescription medication tons of side effects per pill and these side effects include thoughts to kill yourself puking blood yellow eyes and skin disturbing weight gain increased. im making the case that the side effects are poison

the prescription dug Prozac which treats depression causes yellow skin and eyes' thoughts of suicide 'and 104 different thing. this drug helps with depression. it is an anti depressant. but this is the most hypercritical thing on the planet one of the side effects of taking this prozac is depression. prozac is an anti depression. so it is sold to people because it helps with depression then one of the side effect of taking the pill is depression. so does it help with depression or does it cause depression.

why does a drug that helps with depression end up with a side effect that causes depression seems a little counter productive.

. there 104 side effects let that sink in.

1. Hives, itching, or skin rash

2. 
inability to sit still

restlessness

Chills or fever

joint or muscle pain

Anxiety

cold sweats

confusion

convulsions (seizures)

cool pale skin

diarrhea

difficulty with concentration

drowsiness

dryness of the mouth

excessive hunger

fast or irregular heartbeat
12. headache
13. increased sweating
14. increased thirst
15. lack of energy
16. mood or behavior changes
17. overactive reflexes
18. purple or red spots on the skin
19. racing heartbeat
20. shakiness or unsteady walk
21. shivering or shaking
22. talking, feeling, and acting with excitement and activity you cannot control
23. trouble with breathing
24. unusual or incomplete body or facial movements
25. unusual tiredness or weakness

1. Abdominal or stomach pain
2.
agitation

3.
back or leg pains

4.
bleeding gums

5.
blindness

6.
blistering, peeling, or loosening of the skin

7.
bloating

8.
blood in the urine or stools

9.
bloody, black or tarry stools

10.
blue-yellow color blindness

11.
blurred vision

12.
chest pain or discomfort

13.
clay-colored stools

14.
constipation

15.
continuing vomiting

16.
cough or dry cough

17.
dark urine

18.
decreased urine output

19.

decreased vision

20.

depression

21.

difficulty with breathing

22.

difficulty with swallowing

23.

dizziness or lightheadedness

24.

eye pain

25.

fainting

26.

fast, pounding, or irregular heartbeat or pulse

27.

general body swelling

28.

high fever

29.

hives, itching, puffiness or swelling of the eyelids or around the eyes, face, lips, or tongue

30.

hostility

31.

indigestion

32.

irregular or slow heart rate

33.

irritability

34.

large, hive-like swelling on the face, eyelids, lips, tongue, throat, hands, legs, feet, or sex
large, hive-like swelling on the face, eyelids, lips, tongue, throat, hands, legs, feet, or sex organs

35. light-colored stools
36. loss of appetite
37. loss of bladder control
38. muscle twitching
39. nausea
40. nightmares
41. no blood pressure or pulse
42. noisy breathing
43. nosebleeds
44. pain in the ankles or knees
45. painful, red lumps under the skin, mostly on the legs
46. pains in the stomach, side, or abdomen, possibly radiating to the back
47. pinpoint red spots on the skin
48. rapid weight gain
49. red or irritated eyes
50.
red skin lesions, often with a purple center
redness, tenderness, itching, burning, or peeling of the skin
severe muscle stiffness
severe sleepiness
slurred speech
sore throat
sores, ulcers, or white spots on the lips or in the mouth
stopping of heart
sudden shortness of breath or troubled breathing
sudden weakness in the arms or legs
sudden, severe chest pain
swelling of the face, ankles, or hands
swollen or painful glands
thoughts of killing oneself
tightness in the chest
tiredness
twitching, twisting, or uncontrolled repetitive movements of the tongue, lips, face, arms, or legs
67.
unconsciousness
68.
unpleasant breath odor
69.
unusual bleeding or bruising
70.
unusual drowsiness, dullness, tiredness, weakness, or feeling of sluggishness
71.
unusually pale skin
72.
use of extreme physical or emotional force
73.
vomiting of blood
74.
yellow eyes or skin

More common

1.
Decreased appetite

Less common or rare

1.
Abnormal dreams
2.
breast enlargement or pain
3.
change in sense of taste
4.
changes in vision
changes in vision

5.
feeling of warmth or heat

6.
flushing or redness of the skin, especially on face and neck

7.
frequent urination

8.
hair loss

9.
increased appetite

10.
increased sensitivity of the skin to sunlight

11.
menstrual pain

12.
stomach cramps, gas, or pain

13.
unusual secretion of milk, in females

14.
weight loss

15.
yawning

1.
Cracks in the skin

2.
loss of heat from the body

3.
painful or prolonged erections of the penis

4.
scaly skin
5. swelling of the breasts or breast soreness in both females and males

6. unusual milk production

prozac will turn you into homer Simpson

yellow skin and eyes yellow skin and eyes yellow skin and eyes yellow skin and eyes how does something that affects your mood turn your skin yellow and your eyes

the saffron flower is said to be better than prozac for depression

https://saveourbones.com/curcumin-a...ne-damaging-antidepressants-including-prozac/
https://nutritionfacts.org/video/saffron-vs-prozac/

you know how at the end of an prescription add they talk real fast as the list the side effects just listen to what they actually say
opdiva has 110 before I lost count lol the guy reacting to the commercial amazed at 30

- a few of the side effects

- yellowing of your skin or
  the whites of your eyes
- severe nausea or vomiting
- pain on the right side of your
  stomach area (abdomen)
- drowsiness
- dark urine (tea colored)
- bleeding or bruising more easily
  than normal
- feeling less hungry than usual
- decreased energy
- feeling tired
- rash
- pain in muscles, bones, and joints
- itchy skin
- diarrhea
- nausea
- weakness
- cough
• shortness of breath
• constipation
• decreased appetite
• back pain
• upper respiratory tract infection
• fever
• headache
• abdominal pain
etc

the medical logo that big pharma uses is either a snake a stick and or 2 snake and a stick

the first one is the staff of hermis and the second one is the rod of ascluipus it is greek just like pharmakeai and pharmakon. the snake gods of the greeks used its staff to heal people which is why it is here you can find this info about the history of these medical symbols on a witch site. you will now notice this stupid symbol everywhere you look TV politicians usually were the symbol. they are ambulances etc.

GMC HOSPITAL
see the snake and stick

on the magical recipes online site you are able to read about its history

the site that and i quote
"YOUR WITCHY MAGAZINE ON ASTROLOGY AND ALL MAGICAL ARTS"
Pokemon references pharmakeia. Pokemon scientifically crafted Pokemon medicine only heals 20 health points while a bottle of water heals 50 these Pokemon medicines are called potion just how pharmakeia one of its definition is potion making.
there has been a resent call back of the diabetes medications farxiga and jardiance because the medicine started to eat the flesh of the genitals and people needed to have there arms and legs cut off. if you or a loved one has taken farxiga and jardiance and had your foot and hands amputated you may be entitled to a compensation

farxiga commercial before people started suffering from flesh eating of the genitals
Farxiga has been taken off the market because people suffered from flesh eating of the genitals and or had their arms and legs cut off if you took Farxiga then suffered from foot and hand cut off or flesh eating of the genitals you may be entitled to a cash reward.


[link](https://diabetesrxclaims.com/?c=drughurt)

Farxiga has been proven not to work and worked just as good as a placebo.
[link](https://www.aboutlawsuits.com/farxiga-fares-no-better-than-placebo-at-preventing-major-heart-problems-but-lowers-death-risk-study-153392/)

Farxiga proven snake oil.

On Saturday night live a late show host John Oliver talks about the big pharma problem in this video he talks about how doctors make medical decisions based off of the big pharma. Doctors decide what medication you get not on you need but on who bribes them with lunch. He then talks about how they are choose young hot people who know nothing about medicine and their sales pitch when they present their newly created drugs is like a rock concert.
rock concert at 2:35

doctors bribed by lunch at 6:25
doctors getting in trouble for prescribing medications for the condition they having and told to sell more of their stuff not the competitors 6:56

olive oil vs chemo

olive oil when consumes kills cancer cells 1 hour after ingested. pharameka or pharmacon people use this treatment called chemo therapy this is when they start killing off cells in the hope to kill the cancer cells. they use a drug which kills cells but this poison does not just kill cancer cells it kills normal cells to because the drug can not tell the difference between normal cells and cancer cells. but olive oil only kills cancer cells because it can tell the difference 1 hour after use. btw if you get rid of cancer cells the cancer is gone cancer cells are what make up the cancer. a tumor is just a bunch of cancer cell molded together. how would chemicals create a plant with medical properties that are more effective then a treatment scientist made. qod must
have created olive oil

'doctors' drug there patients with cell killing drugs in the hope to kill cancer cells thus curing them of cancer but the drug kills normal cells to https://www.cancer.org/treatment/treatments-and-side-effects/treatment-types/chemotherapy/how-chemotherapy-drugs-work.html
https://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/cancer-in-general/treatment/chemotherapy/how-chemotherapy-works

olive oil does the exact same thing but only kills cancer cells.

both are just as effective but olive oil you do not suffer side effect

many people have rightfully pointed out and basically said well if olive oil kills cancer cells does that not cure cancer.
https://www.drweil.com/health-wellness/body-mind-spirit/cancer/can-olive-oil-cure-cancer/
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/03/150302141241.htm
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2015/03/150302141241.htm

pharmacist cast spells on there patience in Brittan

one of there techniques was called wart charming
remember they are giving millions of drugs away so a drug that only has a 1 in 1000 chance of happening is now a couple hundred thousand people suffering from that side effects
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it's not just medicine that's poisoned its food too. do you know what the chemicals and pesticides in your food do to you.

did you know that a 13 million IQ points have been lost just from the pesticide. this is Europe alone
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